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Hope you’ve had a crackin’
Easter and scoffed yourself full
of chocolate whilst playing
some of the new releases this
past month. In this issue of the
magazine we’ve been looking
at some of the biggest action
games of the year so far.
The new addition to the
Splinter series - ‘Splinter Cell:
Conviction’ has been given a
thorough playthrough. Is it
as good as it’s predecessors?
Read our review to find out!
With it’s guns blazin’ and
having you yellin’ “YEEHAW” to
anyone passing in the street is
the new MMO ‘Lead And Gold:
Gangs of the Wild West.’ We’ve

been checking it out over
the Easter so read on further
to see if it’s as rootin’ and
tootin’ as John Wayne’s strut.
Fancy something more eerie
and atmospheric on a warm
Summer night? Then why
not read through the new
‘Metro 2033’ review to see if
it’s dark past can make even
these light nights seem scary.
To finish off the magazine
we’ve the return of our popular
Coffee Break puzzles. So
grab yourself a cold beer (or
coke) choose a comfortable
spot in the garden, soak
up the sun and read on.
Happy Gaming!
The Ed.
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BLUR

BLUR

NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Activision
Players Multiple
Released To Be Announced
Age Rating Pending

There is a wide range of racing titles available
for the Xbox 360 on the market to buy today,
so what makes Blur, a new title by Bizarre
Creations, one to look out for in the future?
Well think of it as Burnout meets Need for
Speed meets Mario Kart. I dare you to name
another game that encompasses the same.
The BETA of which a few gamers have had
the opportunity to experience highlights the
multiplayer aspect of the game. You race your
way through abandoned parts of the world doing
everything you can to take the top position just
like any other racer. However, this isn’t just some
normal racing game - power-ups, weapons and
other drivers are out there to rid you of your
dreams. Various items offer various deals of power
to you and frustration to your rivals. Nitro shoots
you to the front of the rest, Mines create tricky
obstacles for those in your wake and Shock gives
your opposition a slalom course of electronic
fields waiting to zap anyone who comes in range,
as well as many other race altering items.

Players can experience a hand-picked variety of
cars, all of which will be included in the finished
game. Licensed cars such as Ford, Range Rover
and Lotus are included and each has different
advantages, making no car entirely better than the
other. Up to 20-player races can be experienced
(even if the servers are never filled), making
it a huge serving of chaos at times. Loading
times can be annoying as it seems to take an
eternity for races to begin whilst waiting in the
lobby, but when it does, you know about it.
The controls are still a bit clunky from earlier
previews of the game where drifting doesn’t
feel controlled enough and spinning out after is
something of a regular occurrence. Frequently
you are re-spawned once your car is permanently
facing the wrong direction, which breaks the
flow of the game horribly. After some time they
can be grasped fairly well just like all games,
but without the advanced knowledge of the
controls beginners could be discouraged.
On the other hand, the maps and graphics
are stunning leaving a wondrous idea in the
player’s mind knowing that they can and will
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“ALL PETROL HEADS
URED
SHOULD BE WELL ASS
THAT BLUR WILL
OK
BE SOMETHING TO LO
OUT FOR.”
be improved before the game’s Spring release.
Power-ups work brilliantly; it’s a more than
satisfying feeling watching your rival spin out
violently after a well timed attack from behind
or indeed the front, and the sense of speed
you get from playing is incredible, unlike any
other racing title within the last year or two.
Rankings throughout the game will make players
race around the track for hours on end. Although
the ranking cap is only level 10 on the BETA,

there is sure to be a vast amount of gameplay to
behold once the entire game is on the shelves.
Fan points are what you need to boost your
ranking. Gaining them is simple: if you race
well, evade attacks well and drift well you will
rack them up in no time. All these differentials
ensure each race is nothing like the last.
All petrol heads should be well assured that Blur
will be something to look out for. Its combination
of arcade style weaponry and power-ups matched
with its glorified sense of speed makes it more
than just another racing title to add to the library.
Though it needs a little more work, I can see
great things for the game later into the year.
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SPLINTER CELL: CONVICTION

SPLINTER CELL:
CONVICTION
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Ubisoft
Players 1-4
Released April, 2010
Age Rating 18

Many will remember Double Agent as going
against the grain of the Splinter Cell. A far
more bogged down title, few of those most
hardcore fans found it totally different to
the expected experience. Conviction brings
back this sense of stealth back into the game,
however, and it does so with style and flair.
Most notably are the new visual effects. Many
will recall a Splinter Cell game often filled with
darkness and void of colour - as such should be the
case for any game where shadows are important.
This time, though, if you’re in the shadows and
concealed from the enemy the screen appears black
and white, with your foes clothing highlighted in
various colours. Step out of the darkness, however,
and the colour will fill the world, representing

just how vulnerable Sam really is. It’s a clever and
useful method of knowing just how safe you are.
We don’t want to focus on the visuals too much,
since it is no doubt the gameplay that is key. But
we do want to point out just how stylish it is to play
through the game. Your objectives paint the walls
as if projected there by an overhead projector, while
‘Mark and Execute’ - the game’s important new
feature’ - makes taking down enemies just damn cool.
Take down an enemy with a hand-to-hand attack and
you’ll earn the ability to mark enemies individually.

“SPLINTER CELL:
CONVICTION HAS RETURNED
THE SERIES TO THE VERY IDEA
THAT MADE IT POPULAR.”
That is useful for preparing an attack, mark those
slightly out of sight and first taking out the ones
whose heads are just too tempting. This does,
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unfortunately, bring to our attention the actionfocused, combat nature of the game - which
seems out of place in any Splinter Cell game.
Do not fret though. This is simply a choice to be
made. There is as much chance to sneak your
way through a level as there is to go in guns
totting. In fact, the purists of the game will have
just as much fun attempting to overcome those
sections that a few bullets would easily solve.
In fact, it seems Splinter Cell: Conviction has
returned the series to the very idea that made it
popular in the beginning, deftly giving the player
the choice over how they proceed. No longer are
they restricted for shooting an enemy (though
the bodies can’t be moved), so it really is up to
the player to choose their choice of tactics.

All we know is that this is looking to be a return
to the stealth classic, and one that we’re looking
forward to getting our hands on with the full game,
so we can help Sam discover the truth behind Third
Echelon and what exactly happened to his daughter.
God of War was a fantastic game on
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GOD OF WAR III

NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Sony
Players 1
Released March, 2010
Age Rating 18

God of War was a fantastic
game on the PS2 and
really brought back some
good memories when I
started to sit down and
play this demo. Unless you
attended E3 this year, like
we did, then this is the first
opportunity to get your
hands on Kratos again. If
you haven’t seen the series
by now, God of War III is an
action adventure game set
around Greek
mythology
using most
of the gods
and stories
which are

associated with that time.
While I was naturally excited
to manhandle the rippling
muscles of our protagonist
again, I was disappointed to
see that my time with Kratos
was cruelly short in length.
It should take you no more
than about 20 minutes to
finish the demo, but it really
gives you an idea on how the
game has progressed since
the last outing on the PS2.
The graphics are amazing,
the shadows the detail and
the blood is all in glorious
720p technicolour
wonderment. The
combo system

“I WAS NATURALLY
DLE
EXCITED TO MANHAN
ES OF
THE RIPPLING MUSCL
GAIN.”
OUR PROTAGONIST A
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GOD OF WAR III
is back and seems to be as good
as ever, there are some quick time
events to break up the repeated
button mashing which don’t do
any harm and certainly give a
different twist into the combat.
New for God of War III are new
weapons that are shaped like
a lion’s face which are used for
attacking the un-dead. While the
range of these are much less than
your standard blades, they still
pack a punch and are certainly
are a lot better to use in one on
one close quarter combat, which
generally is against the mini bosses
within this demo. Of course a lot
of the weapons are still available
from the older games which are
a welcome return in my opinion.
As well as that you still get all
the different attack modes like
light or heavy attacks as well as
grabbing enemies and using them
as a battering ram or to just make
them fly across the screen. The
Demo basically takes you across
Mount Olympus to battle Centaurs,
a Chimera and even a
Cyclops on which you
can mount and use
against enemies
to have stronger
attacks. As well
as fighting
these
mythical

creatures you will also
be seeing Helios a Greek
god of the sun and while
you don’t fight him
directly in this demo you
do rip his head off and
use it to your advantage
to uncover hidden
secrets and it also blind
enemies temporarily.
As well as using other
items to solve puzzles throughout
the game you also have
a fire bow which is used
not in a combat sense
but to get the attention
of harpies which you can
use to get across gaps
by flying from one to the
next which are too large
to jump or glide across
normally. The Control
system is nothing new
and works perfectly the
old line “if it isn’t broke don’t fix
it” comes into play here
as all god of war games
have had a great control
system that allows you
to effortlessly jump
attack evade and block
while keeping you in
the battle at all time.
So in conclusion, while
it’s currently a snippet
of fun which whets
your appetite for this
game further and further, the
fact remains that this is the
last story, the last chapter in
the book of Kratos, however
this won’t be the last title to
bear the God of War name.
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HEAVY RAIN

HEAVY RAIN
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Sony
Players 1
Released Feburary, 2010
Age Rating 18+

Heavy Rain, a game that developers Quantic
Dream promised would give players total
freedom of choice, with a notable consequence
for each small action they took in the
game. Does the final product live up to this
though, or is it just more marketing talk?

of what the game intends to throw us into. The

The game’s story revolves around a serial killer,
known as the Origami Killer; the man is quite
clearly intelligent and methodical. He puts an
orchid on the chest of his young victims and
places a small origami figure in their hand.
One of the characters we are in control of is
Scott Shelby, a private investigator contacted
by the victim’s families to find the killer. The
other controllable characters in the game are
Madison Paige, a woman who has constant
bouts of insomnia, Norman Jayden, an FBI agent
trying to track down the killer, and Ethan Mars,
who is arguably the game’s main character.
The introduction is a sort of ‘how-to’ of the game’s
basic controls, where you are in control of Ethan
going about his morning routine before helping
to organise one of his sons’ birthday party. This
is where you’ll get introduced to the game’s
relentless need to make you do everything.
While this sounds good in theory, there’s only
so many times you can do things like shave and
brush your teeth before you start to feel the
nasty hand of boredom on your shoulder.
Thankfully this introduction is really just that, an
introduction. After this, we are given full scope

controls are what drive the game, along with
the story, letting you do every little action given
the situation. If you’re in a bathroom you can
quickly nip to the toilet, if you’re in a kitchen you
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can go over to the fridge to get a quick drink
of juice. All these actions add to the immersion
and after the painfully slow introductory
period, never really feel like a chore to do.
The game switches between the four main
characters and allows you to see multiple
scenarios from different perspectives. The entire
game is played out like this, with you performing
most of the actions the characters themselves
take. As you get to action scenes in the game, such
as fights, everything
moves to quick-time
events. You’ll have to
hammer at the X button
during a struggle, or
move the analogue stick
in the right direction
quickly to avoid a
blow. These never
feel tiresome like they
usually do though, thanks in part to the ability
to ‘fail’ an action. In most QTE based moments in
games, if you fail you have to start again: Heavy
Rain simply lets you continue on, sometimes
with consequences you won’t see coming.

access to a high-tech pair of sunglasses and
glove, which is known as ARI. Using this you can
scour crime scenes, looking for clues to help in
your case. This is a great little system, with you
hitting a button to ‘scan’ the local area revealing
any potential clues. It makes you feel like you are
actually investigating something, not forcing you
to find clues. If you miss something, you’ve missed
it, there probably won’t be a chance for you to go
back, so it’s a good idea to fully search each area
when you can as these clues can all be accessed
later in Jayden’s office.

“IF YOU ARE PLAYING
ON EASIER DIFFICULTIES,
IT’S FAR TO EASY TO NOT
CARE.”

All the characters control identically, with the
exception of Jayden. As an FBI agent, he has

Playing the game on
the hardest difficulty is
a good piece of advice
here, it’ll really lend to
the tense moments
where you need your
reflexes to be quick. If
you are playing on easier
difficulties, it’s far too easy to not care about the
situation at hand, as it’s so straightforward to
do. On hard you’ll occasionally have your fingers
twisting about the control pad trying to hold
down the buttons it’s telling you, letting you feel
the frustration the character is feeling at that point.
The graphics are hit and miss, contrary to what
you may have heard. The character models are
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superb, as are the animations for the most part, but
some really bland textures in the background and
foreground can spoil the immersion sometimes; a
particular example being when Madison is putting
on a pair of jeans, you see a close-up of a chair with
clothes draped on it, and they flat out look horrible.
The music is among the best I’ve heard in a
game for a long time, the soundtrack constantly
fits the mood of the current situation, and the
sound effects that accompany it do a stand
up job. The voice acting, however is a different
story. Some characters are wonderfully cast,
and you can sympathise with them and their
plights through the solid voice work. Others,
however, sometimes sound frankly ridiculous
and out of place. It’s a shame more effort
didn’t go into the voice acting, as a heavily
story driven game such as this is defined by
how well the characters can carry the story.

different segments. They are genuinely good to
see once you have found out the identity of the
killer, where you find out about the characters
you’ve been helping for the past nine or ten hours
and what they get up to after the game’s events.
A game I can wholly recommend to those that
enjoyed Quantic Dream’s last foray into gaming;
Fahrenheit / Indigo Prophecy. This is basically
more of the same, with extra emphasis on player
control and choices, and thankfully, no focus on
the paranormal. As one of the trophies says, ‘Thank
you for supporting interactive entertainment’.

The game has multiple ‘endings’. These however
are no more than different clips of the characters,
spliced together into an ending depending on
your actions throughout the game. I believe the
number to be somewhere in the twenties for these
playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall

8.5/10
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LEAD AND GOLD: GANGS OF THE WILD WEST

LEAD AND GOLD:
GANGS OF THE WILD WEST
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Paradox Interactive
Players Multiple
Released April, 2010
Age Rating Mature

If you missed our preview on Lead and Gold then
you missed out on probably the most exciting
weekend of gaming I have had in a long time.
The games premise is very simple; it’s a team
based game allowing you to play Deathmatch
and Capture the Flag type modes along with
others, but there is something different that
has made this game shine out above the rest.
It may have been the price, and at
£9.99/$14.99/€14.99 (you really are getting a
bargain) or the prospect of team based gameplay
in a wild west environment, but it has a something
special about it. If you have played any of the
major team based games currently available you
will notice that a lot of the good features of these
games have been taken into account when creating
this game and the team behind this have had some
definite experience in games development. Some of
the team have worked on such titles as Ghost Recon
Advanced Warfighter 1 and 2, Just Cause 1 and 2

and Bionic Commando: Rearmed to name a few.
So what is this bargain of a game like? Well it’s fun
and I mean that in the truest sense of the word.
All the matches I have been in have been fast
paced and a lot of nice and great people to play
against. There have been a few issues with lag
but you can normally find a good game quickly
and the in-game server list will grade servers on
ping and also what players are playing on what
servers, so you can always find a game with people
the same rank as you so you don’t always feel out
numbered. At the time of writing this there hasn’t
been any dedicated servers to play the game on
so hopefully these will be added in the near future
as this would be the icing on the cake for a lag free
game, as currently the game utilises a matchmaking
lobby system akin to Modern Warfare 2.
The game premise is that it is set in the wild
west and to be honest this is one of the parts of
history which really hasn’t had a lot of games
done for which means that this is a fresh idea.
Once you have found a game you can then pick
one of the four classes that is available to you.
The first is The Gunslinger, a light class as you
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only carry a pistol on this character but you can
move a lot quicker than the other characters.
However don’t feel that you will be out
gunned in a fight either. The pistol you have is
accurate and you can always use your special
secondary attack which blasts a enemy with
6 bullets in quick succession. This is useful for
clearing out a few enemies in close quarters.
The second class is The Trapper. This is your typical
sniper class. The powerful sniper rifle is brilliant
and there is a fair few places to pick people off
from throughout most of the maps. The great
thing about this class is the fact that you can set
two traps and then pick them off while they are
stuck in the trap. While this doesn’t seem like
too much it is a advantage to stop players from
sneaking up behind you or even to stop people
from using certain routes on certain maps. If
you are in are caught in a close quarter battle,
you also have a pistol to fall back on. While this
isn’t as accurate as The Gunslinger’s pistol, it is
effective enough to finish off a nearby enemy.
The next characters is The Deputy, he is a good mix
of long and medium range. This class allows you to
take full advantage of his rifle which is accurate but
also deadly. The secondary attack for The Deputy
is that he can tag enemies. This not only shows up
on your
screen but also everyone else
in your
team. This is really effective
during
some of the gameplay
modes
because you can mark
certain
enemies. This will then direct
you teams attention on to the
player.
Again this
player
can switch
to a
pistol for
close

quarters if you so wish. This is really
effective if your main weapon is out and
you haven’t got cover to reload.
The final character you get to play is The Blaster.
The Blaster has a powerful shotgun but sadly
he is really only effective at short range, but an
enemy wont last long against a Blaster’s shotgun
as the damage is immense. The secondary
attack is TNT which can be thrown towards

enemies to create havoc or to clear the path
ahead. While this makes him probably one of
the best defensive players in the game, he is also
useful when moving to a different location.
As you can see, the characters that you can play
are very unique and it will take you sometime to
master all of the abilities and find out which one
you prefer playing as. I seem to have got on well
with using The Gunslinger as this was the quick
and fast type of play that I enjoy playing in most
team games. However I must admit that The
Deputy is a great class and I have
enjoyed
playing that one
as
well.
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You may notice that when you get close to another
player, a circle in the top center of your screen will
begin to fill. You have four symbols that represent
different talents that your characters have. Stand
next to one of them for a while and you will notice
that they will start to fill up. These vary from
character to character ranging from extra strength
to better accuracy plus if you are standing next
to a player you will also heal. These mechanics
are good in the game as they make sure that you
stick close in a team and show you that one man
on his own can’t take
down a team of players.

another problem I found with this, This is that if
a sniper so happens to pick the flag up you may
realise that you’re only about five seconds away
from your spawn point anyway due to the sniper
playing defence next to your starting area.
The tutorials throughout the practice mode are
well thought out and give you a nice view on how
the game plays, as well as what you would need
to do throughout the game in the different game
modes. At the moment, the Beta brings four main
game modes, all of
which have different
objectives for you to
achieve. Conquest is
a simple run of the
mill controlling zones
mode. While one team
has to capture the
zones from A - E the
other team will have to do this in reverse, so from
E - A. Obviously the first two or three zones you
capture provide very few problems until you get
to the central point where there is just mayhem.

“ALL THE MATCHES
I HAVE BEEN IN, HAVE
BEEN FAST PACED AND
NICE PEOPLE TO PLAY
AGAINST.”

As well as these extra
perks you will also notice
that there is a flag in
your spawn area. Pick
this up and other players
will be able to spawn
directly onto you. This helps with backup and
allows players to jump right back into the action.
However if you die and drop the flag your team
can still spawn on the flag until a enemy walks
over it. This can sometimes lead to a few problems
with constant enemies suddenly coming from
nowhere only for you to realise that no-one
picked up the enemies flag. However there is also

The next mode is Greed, in this mode it’s up to
your team to try and get as many Gold Bags
to your base as quickly as possible while the
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other team attempt the same. This is where
you will have to work as a team, since the
person who is carrying the Gold Bag can’t
actually use any weapons or run while they are
carrying the gold so protection is necessary.
PowderKeg is probably one of the most fun
modes I have played in a long while. Once
again two teams play against each other, one
has two objectives points which they need
to blow up using barrels of explosive that are
dotted around the map for you to use. The
second team must, at all costs, protect these
objectives. You’re probably wondering where,
exactly, does this become funny? Well, much
like the, Gold Bags, if you are carrying a barrel of
explosives you can only walk and can no longer
use any weapons... So what could go wrong
with that? Well, should the barrel be hit while
you’re holding it, you become a walking time
bomb with only approximately five seconds
to drop it, or you will become roast chicken.
All in all there is very little wrong with this game.
Yeah so sometimes you may find that there
are spawn campers picking you off before you
even had a chance to get out of spawn but a
few TNT’s will soon sort these guys out. The

main thing I would say is the lag that you can
sometimes find on servers. This is because these
are hosted by one of the players. You may find
that at certain points of the night you may not
be able to get a lag free game or even onto a
server at all. Hopefully though dedicated servers
will sort this out and I feel will make a huge
difference to the lag free gaming we all want.
For £9.99/$14.99/€14.99 you’re not going to
go wrong with this game. Some of the gamers
I tested this with have compared this to the
likes of Team Fortress 2 and while I can see why
a lot of people have done this, I think that this
game can stand its own with this game; the
developers have done a lot of work from the
Beta such as fixing bugs and more importantly
listening to the communities ideas and feedback
which proves that they are doing a great job
on this game and I cant wait to see more.
playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall

9/10
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METRO 2033
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher THQ
Players 1
Released March, 2010
Age Rating 18+

When you think about post apocalyptic
settings in games, two names keep popping
up in my head; Fallout and S.T.A.L.K.E.R.
Both are atmospheric tales of a journey
through the wastelands and the two games
have entertained thousands of players over
the years. Now we have a new kid on the
block in the form of Metro 2033 from THQ
and the Ukraine based studio, 4A Games.

possible orifice, the closeness of the different
metro communities, watching a father play with
crudely crafted wooden toys with his son, the
gathering around a fire with someone playing a
The game itself is based upon the novel of
guitar as the others listen intently. On the flip-side
the same name from Russian author Dmitry
of this warmth you get the darkness of the metro
Glukhovsky and its
tunnels, the eerie echoes
“THE GAME LOOKS
protagonist Artyom.
and bone tingling screams
The game is played
of the mutants as they
OUTSTANDING EVEN IN
from his perspective,
THE AGEING DX9. THERE IS catch your scent and
mostly underground
charge en-masse at you,
PLENTY
TO
OGLE
AT
FOR
in the metro tunnels
forcing the decision to use
THE
EYE
CANDY
where Artyom was
what little ammunition
AFICIONADOS.”
raised (during the
you may have.
initial narrative you
While on the subject of
discover he was
ammunition, the rare
born just before the devastation) locked
in a battle of sheer survival. Mutant rats,
Bandits, Communists, Fascists and even an
unknown supernatural force simply referred
to as “The Dark Ones” are out to get you.
However help is occasionally at hand, as
you’ll forge friendships, although some
of these are forged unwillingly and put
you unnecessarily into harms way so you
have to keep your wits about you.
The game oozes atmosphere from every
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military grade rounds that you may find are
the game’s currency where you may purchase
new weapons, armour and more ammunition,
however you will have moments where you simply
have to make the choice of dangerous melee
combat or to keep a safe distance but use your
currency in order to suppress your assailant(s).
While the game itself is relatively linear in it’s
progression, with a rare opportunity to wander
off for a side mission or two, the pace of the
game is so well laid out that you can forgive the
developers for not giving you a massive expanse
to wander in. It is meant to be a tale rather than
a massive RPG after all. One could be forgiven in
comparing the pace and style to that of Half-Life
where sublime action packed set pieces intersect
the games’ time line with near surgical precision,
making you never bored of the game at all.
Unlike conventional FPS title’s you’ll notice that
Metro 2033, for the most part, has a lack of a
HUD, preferring to rely on more your own eyes
to check on your ammo levels as handily the first
SMG you receive has a transparent magazine
so you can physically see your remaining
ammunition. Every subsequent weapon will
have some form of visual indicator as to when
your gun may need reloading so you do have

to keep your wits about you while under fire.
When the time comes and you do have to
venture out into the wastelands above the
tunnels then you’ll have to equip your gas mask,
only your own breathing and your watch will
be your indicators on when to change your
filters over. There is also a nice effect on the
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gas mask itself when the filter is becoming non
functional in that your mask actually starts to fog
around the edges making it harder than what
it already is to see out of it. Finally, make sure
you take care of the mask as it will fracture and
eventually shatter as you take hits in firefights.
Everything is wonderfully detailed and increases
that immersion level for the player, additionally
if you’re lucky enough to have a DX11 capable
card then it’ll look even nicer, having said that,
the game looks outstanding even in the ageing
DX9 so there is plenty to ogle at for the eye
candy aficionados. The character models are
believable and have solid animation, the shadow
effects are awesome, catching a glimpse of a fast
moving shadow that’s about three times the size
of you gets the heart rate going and everything
is so lovingly detailed that it makes me wonder
what else these developers are capable of.
Ok, while the world above the metro tunnels does
not look that wondrous you have to remember
that it’s been ravaged by nuclear weapons,
you can only do so much with a wasteland
and I think 4A have done an admirable job
on their first outing together after splintering

away from GSC Game World, developers of the
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. series, and it’s a game I definitely
recommend obtaining for your collection.

playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall
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RATCHET & CLANK: A CRACK IN TIME
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Sony
Players 1
Released November, 2009
Age Rating 7+

I’ve enjoyed a long history with the Ratchet &
Clank series, since its earliest incarnation from
2002. The carefully judged balance between
blowing things up, platforming, blowing more
stuff up, puzzles and a healthy quantity of
huge explosions, lasers and bolts has helped
create one of the best series available on Sony’s
consoles. However, the Ratchet & Clank: Future
series for the PS3 has left me feeling a tad
sceptical. In hindsight, I was a little harsh on
Tools of Destruction but Quest for the Booty
was underwhelming. With A Crack in Time I was
anxious to see if the series could provide some
more innovation akin to the original trilogy.
A Crack in Time (ACiT) starts off strongly with
an amusing recap of the previous titles, by the
series’ perpetually useless superhero, Captain
Quark. After the return of Ratchet’s nemesis,
the diabolical Dr. Nefarious, Clank is kidnapped
and taken to the Great Clock, a structure which
controls time in the universe. Dr. Nefarious is
in the process of forming another ridiculously
complex scheme for galactic domination and
Clank is instrumental in his dastardly machinations.
With a strong story throughout the title and
some excellent writing, the plot manages to
be entertaining, funny and fairly involving.
Technically, ACiT is outstanding across all areas
with visuals that never cease to sparkle. The
variety of locations and planets that you’ll visit
is impressive and helps to showcase the huge
range of graphical trickery that Insomniac have
employed. When you add in the dazzling effects
of the game’s many weapons, at times the

graphics are eye-wateringly bright. The screen
often crackles with electrical flashes, bursts of
flame and the terrifying coloured lights of a
hovering 70’s era disco ball (I kid you not). Sitting
alongside the impressive visuals is a strong audio
design with good voice acting and solid music.
The core gameplay of the title remains resolutely
unchanged, but is as refined and satisfying as ever.
The majority of your time will be spent playing
cute but deadly Lombax, Ratchet as he battles his
way across several star systems to try and find his
robotic pal. Inevitably this means traversing narrow
platforms while reducing Nefarious’ mercenaries to
nothing more than bolts and smouldering metal.
These bolts are the currency in the game world
and are used for purchasing ammunition and
new weapons. The core staple to any Ratchet &
Clank game, the weapons are varied and generally
don’t disappoint. While some are classic returnees
from previous games, or renamed and re-skinned
versions, there are plenty of new additions.
There is a good range of death-dealers on offer,
ranging from rocket launchers, shotguns and
grenade launchers to inter-dimensional monsters,
the deadly mating call of an alien fish and a giant
serrated circular disc. The weapons all level-up
with use, until eventually they are upgraded to
a more powerful version. Three of the standard
weapons (pistol, shotgun and bomb launcher) can
be customised with different parts and abilities
which are hidden in many of the game’s levels.
These changes can be changing the trigger to
be automatic or altering it so it charges up to
produce more powerful shots. While these aren’t
revolutionary, they help to tailor these frequently
used firearms to your particular style of play.
Much of Ratchet’s gameplay is diverse with
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satisfying platforming, puzzling and shooting
broken up with some different sections. Space
combat occurs every few levels in small areas of
space where you fight enemy ships, perform side
missions and land on unexplored moons. These
sections are refreshing and well handled, offering
a different style of action and some different
backdrops. Your spaceship can be upgraded by
collecting hidden Zoni within the levels to help
make these parts of the game easier. The levels
are all different and as usual an arena combat
zone occurs with a range of challenges and prizes,
some of which are particularly testing. Sadly,
this title doesn’t feature a large world to explore
with various beasties to kill in order to collect
sellable items, as per the other titles in the series.
Due to the separation of Clank from Ratchet, the
title is very much split into two different games.
Clank’s sections are all puzzle orientated with the
Great Clock providing time related challenges.
These are potentially nightmarish in difficulty,
where you are tasked with performing actions
using different versions of Clank, recording them,
then playing them all out at once to progress. If
this sounds complicated, then that’s because it is.
For example, in one room there is a switch which
opens a door, but only when you stand on it. To
advance you are required to record one version
of Clank standing on it, before recording a second
to walk through the door while the other holds it
open. Things soon become more difficult when
you have 4 Clanks all doing different things, many
of which need to be re-recorded. Few games have

had puzzles that gave me this much of a headache,
I shudder to think of what this will do to the kids
the title is aimed at. Thankfully, there is an option
to skip a puzzle if these prove too testing, which
is a nice move for the younger demographic.
Despite these difficult puzzles and something
of a lack of innovation, this is a fantastic
gaming experience. ACiT provides refined and
intelligent gameplay with substantial shooting,
platforming and puzzling mechanics which will
keep people busy for some time. There’s plenty
to see and do here with a plethora of levels, an
excellent bullet hell style mini-game, secret skill
points to collect and a “Challenge Mode” which
ups the difficulty and adds further upgrades
for weapons on a second playthrough.
Insomniac has provided another excellent
outing for the duo that’s smart, funny and
never less than entertaining to play. There is
a lot to recommend Ratchet & Clank: A Crack
in Time and if you’re considering getting it
for a younger gamer, then you’ll struggle to
find as enjoyable a platformer on the PS3.
playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall
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X-MEN ORIGINS:
WOLVERINE
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher Activision
Players 1
Released May, 2010
Age Rating 18+

Even if you haven’t seen the cartoons,
read the comic books, played the games
or watched the movies, you couldn’t have
escaped the Marvel Universe. The struggle of
mutants against the world, and each other,
but this time around the game is focused
on one main character, “Wolverine”.
Many opinion polls name him as the most liked
character, the most violent and some even say
the most unknown. The recent movie that was
released (staring Hugh Jackman) showed a
life as yet unknown to the fans, a kinder, softer
Logan that we all knew about but hadn’t seen.
The game is roughly based on that movie, picking

up stories not explained and changing others to
suit a more fitting gaming experience. The main
storyline isn’t defined with a start and end, but
more of being along for the ride with Logan for a
short time (and have a little fun along the way).
This review is based on the Xbox360 Uncaged
Edition, while the ‘Uncaged’ was release for
the Xbox360, PS3 and PC it was not released
for the Wii, PS2, PSP and DS. This was due to
the processing power that the game required
to add in realistic healing effects. Although the
story in all platforms is the same, main bosses,
abilities and some characters are replaced (look
out for more reviews on those platforms).
The Story
There are only two missions, but are split up into
several sections. The first mission is set in the
African jungle and this is the one that broke up
the ‘Weapon X’ team, the second is in the future
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(and no, I’m not adding spoilers … maybe!).
Now one of the unique parts of this game is that
you play the missions in a series of flashbacks,
which at times is a little annoying and confusing
but allows you to progress through each level and
build up your characters strength and abilities.
This is a unique approach to gaming, as usually
each level gets harder as you go along. Within the
game you level up Logan by how well you perform,
follow on screen prompts and defeat enemies.
Starting off slow, the game leads you into the
various attacks that Logan can perform, lunge, grab
and most importantly, slice. But you don’t have to
remember massive amount of combinations to
defeat opponents, there are a lot of prompting and
hints along the way that help you to defeat them.
You also get boosters
called Mutagens,
allowing you to have
extras from increased
rage to increased
health, only 3 can be
used at one time but
there are 3 levels to
each Mutagen and
you have to search for
them within the game.
Other ways to
boost Logan are the
combat reflexes,

as described earlier you level up Logan (each
time increasing rage and health), but you also
get combat experience for what you fight,
and the quicker and better you disposed of
said enemies, the more experience points
you get against that class of enemy.
What’s this ‘Rage’?
Ok, I’ve left this out till now as Rage is a
huge part of the way Logan fights.
As you defeat opponents you fill up a
Rage meter, once you get enough you
can perform one of 4 main attacks …
“Berserker”, “Claw Spin”, “Drill” and “Flip”.
“Berserker” is just as it sounds, for a short period of
time all of Logan’s attacks are magnified, allowing
him to go bananas on the opponents.

“THE UN
I Q U E PA
RTS OF
THIS GA
ME IS TH
AT Y O U
P L AY T H
E MISSIO
NS IN A
SERIES O
F FLASH
B A C K S .”
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“Claw Spin” is also just as it sounds, spinning at
an extremely fast pace with claws extended,
this is one of the best ways to take out large
groups of opponents. “Drill” is probably one of
the most devastating out of the 4, a straight
shot that puts all Logan’s power into a drill
motion and can take out one main opponent
or boss (once leveled up to maximum). The
last is “Flip” where Logan performs a series of
somersaults landing in an energetic slam.
Each of these 4 Rages are increased as you progress
through the game, the more enemies you take out,
the better the Rage becomes. With a few of these
like “Spin” and “Flip” you can direct Logan around
the playing field, taking out the opponents. The
same rules apply to leveling up; the better Logan
is the more powerful these Rage attacks become,
but they use up your rage meter so watch out.
And as already stated, Rage is collected
by defeating opponents but it can also
collected by exploring the levels and
collecting the power ups and mutagens.
Logan also has his healing ability and feral senses,

allowing him to regenerate back to full strength
after a time and spot hidden items and find routes
out of danger. With the healing ability, you have
so much of a health until your vital organs are
exposed; at this point Logan will become weaker,
slower and will need a longer time to regenerate.
One of the Mutagens gives you the ability to fight
harder and stronger the closer to death Logan gets.
The Feral senses are Logan’s animal instincts,
allowing you to ‘sniff’ out danger. In this mode
you can see hidden dangers, pickup items
and your path through the level (just in case
you get lost fighting all the bad guys).
But what about normal hand-tohand, I just want to fight?
This is the real fun part of the game, slicing,
dicing and generally stabbing your way through
the bad guys. There are some cool combination
moves like lunging and then throwing the
inept guard while you perform a flip (this is fun
to watch), or performing an instant kill (which
gives you one of a few close-up movie style
action shots). Because this review is for the
Xbox, there are also hidden achievements and

“THIS GAME WILL HAVE
YOU COMING BACK FOR
MORE, EVEN IF IT IS JUST
TO GO BANANAS IN
BERSERK MODE!!”
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trophies that you can get, like using the ‘Ghost’
solders own shotgun against him or killing a
number of enemies by lighting them on fire!
There’s a huge amount of ways you can kill
someone and even after you’ve found them
all, you’ll want to do it over and over again as
there’s always something new that happens.
That being said, sometimes the game does
have a few glitches like finding the inept guard
has killed himself by getting trapped in a door.
But for the sheer fun of slicing someone’s arm,
leg, head off or body in half, you can’t beat it.
Right, I know how to play it
now but what’s it like?
Well, from the off the game put’s you right into
the thick of the action. The controls to move and
fight become second nature after a while and
performing any of the “Rage” moves are easy. Even
the guided steps to complete a puzzle or boss
are smooth and not too complex to complete.
The graphics are nice, sharp and at times very
impressive. The realistic regeneration that makes
this version ‘Uncaged’ are very realistic and you’ll
find yourself just watching Logan’s chest grow
back from bare Adamantium (if he’s wearing
an outfit, that doesn’t grow back, just skin!).

The score (sound to you and I) is spot on, from
Hugh Jackman’s voice to the sound of a Sentinel
(0h n0es!, have I given too much away?). The
tempo of the music quickens when you about to
face a difficult area (boss or lot’s of opponents) and
even the inept guards have their own ‘chatter’.
(I skipped to the end, summary please?)
As a movie based game, it wins hands down.
You feel like you are Logan battling you way
through the Marvel Universe. As a standalone
game there are some flaws, no multiplayer
option, co-op or other characters available,
only Logan (but you do get to unlock several
costumes, like the totally fappable original
yellow and black!). But with all its flaws, this
game will have you coming back for more, even
if it is just to go bananas in berserk mode!!

playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall
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SONIC & SEGA: ALL STARS
RACING
NEED TO KNOW

It’s become common place in the gaming
community to tar karting games with the
Mario Kart brush just because that’s the
game everyone remembers. Inevitably
when a newcomer appears on the scene, and
concequently receives a mediocre score, this
is largely because “it’s not Mario Kart”. Well I
wont be doing that with Sega and Sonic’s All
Star Racing, I’ll review
this on it’s own merits
and if you don’t
agree, well you can
all go suck an egg!

Publisher Sega
Players Multiple
Released Feburary, 2010
Age Rating 7+

control system, thanks to the creative people at
Sumo Digital, via a tutorial level guided by Sonic
himself. If you’re resourseful enough to scan the
achievements of the game before playing you’ll
be able to score 30 gamer points before you even
complete a single race.

“DOG-EAT-HEDGEHOG BATTLE FOR FIRST
PLACE.”

Well as you would
expect from the title, ASR contains a vast array
of cameo appearances from the talented folks
of Sega. Sonic, Alex Kidd, Ryo Hazuki, Ulala, the
mice from Chu Chu Rocket and many others are
all present sporting their own unique ride, all of
which are usable. Only a handful are selectable to
begin with as the others you need to unlock using
Sega Miles, the games currency which is awarded
based on your performance after each event. The
game itself lets you get to grips with the sublime

The grand prix mode
is the bread and butter
of the game and is a
championship layout
with races over a number
of courses: the racer with the highest score wins
that championship and the further you progress
the harder the competitions become. While racing
you’ll notice that each course is themed after one
of the “All Star’s” present within the game, from
Sonic’s lush green environments and sweeping
corners for some awesome drift action to the
dense jungles of Ai-Ai and it’s annoying 90 degree
turns. Dodging the traffic on the streets of Tokyo,
driving through the bowels of Eggman’s secret labs
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AL
“SPORTING AN ARSEN
ION,
OF COMIC DESTRUC T
S TO
FROM BOXING GLOVE
G
LAND MINES, HOMIN
OOM’S”
MISSILES TO SONIC B
or the carnival spirit of Amigo’s stages is always fun.
Each and every stage has received so much love
and attention, not just in the actual course design
but also the elaborate background environments
which complement the stage beautifully, so
there is never a dull moment in your racing.
Now what sort of kart game would be complete
without powerups? ASR is no exception, sporting
an arsenal of comic destruction, from boxing
gloves to land mines, homing missiles to sonic
boom’s via an overpowered horn. There are also
some over-elaborate superstar moves for those
lagging beind the pack to catch up and possibly
take that pole position. Each driver has their
own unique superstar move which increases
their speed in order to catch up the main bulk
of the race, so you’ll have more of a chance of
getting one when you are behind everyone else
rather than being out in front. These are just so
fun to watch mid race, such as Billy Hatcher’s
massive egg or Sonic turning SuperSonic in
order to launch themselves back into the foray.
Onto the multiplayer side of things; well you
have up to four player split screen on the same

system or up to eight players online, with the
latter more likely to be the most popular. The
standard races should be self explanatory, a dogeat-hedgehog battle for first place. The party
modes however take a little more explaining.
We have a battle mode where each racer has a
number of balloons representing the number
of hits you can take before being eliminated.
Eliminator pits eight racers against a timer,
whoever is in last place when the timer stops
gets knocked out and an additional handful of
seconds is added to the timer. Once these have
elapsed, last place gets knocked out again, this
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goes on until there is only one left. Personally I call
this Highlander mode as there can only be one.
There is also a sort of capture and hold mode,
in the centre of a map is a number of gems, pick
up a gem and your score increases at a set rate,
the more gems you hold the quicker your score
builds up, however take a hit and you spin-out
losing all your gems, so you have to be quick and
agile to retain your booty. Along side this is a
CTF mode, where you capture a giant tellytubby
thing and drive it back to the score zone.
All the game modes have a lot of appeal so there
is plenty for you to get to grips and have a laugh
with and Sumo Digital have done an awesome
job with the game. Definitely one for the Sega
fans and certainly a title for people’s collections.

playability
longevity
graphics
sound
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COFFEE BREAK

WORDSEARCH

This weeks wordsearch is based on the coolest hedgehog
in gaming, Sonic. Can you find all the word listed
below that are hidden with the wordsearch?

COFFEE BREAK

CROSSWORD

This month’s crossword is all about the
contents of the magazine. If you get
stuck with any, go back and check out
the previews and review for help,
otherwise ask on the GameOn forum.
Good luck!

COFFEE BREAK

MONTHLY NEWS REWIND
Missed out on the latest news and gossip from the
gaming world this April? Never fear, here at the
GameOn mag we’ve brought together some of
the top news contents to have hit our website this
Easter. Simply click on the article to read more.
Don’t forget you can visit our website at
GameOn.co.uk to keep up with all the news

Futuremark Games Studio yesterday revealed plans for a second content
pack for Shattered Horizon. The “Firepower” pack will add new weapons
and grenades encouraging different styles of play and providing the opportunity for new team tactics. Like the Moonrise map pack released in
February, the Firepower expansion will be free for all players.
Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment announces F.E.A.R. 3, a heartpounding paranormal horror first-person shooter unleashing intense
combat, compelling narrative and co-op play that evolves the franchise.
F.E.A.R. 3 is set to release on PlayStation3 computer entertainment system,
the Xbox 360 video game and entertainment system from Microsoft and
Windows PC in autumn 2010.
The release date for the much anticipated final part to the trilogy, Gears of
War 3, has now been announced. It has been scheduled to come out on
Xbox 360 in Europe, on the 8th April 2011.
2K Games, the creators of BioShock 2, have announced their new game XCOM,
which will be released for the Xbox 360 & PC. XCOM is a tense and unique
FPS, containing both suspense and mystery. It is the classic tale of humanity’s
struggle against an unknown enemy that puts players directly into the shoes
of an FBI agent tasked with identifying and eliminating a growing threat.
Sony have released a new hardware revision of the PS3 into manufacture with
improved power consumption and cooling, as well as reduced manufacturing
costs.

This autumn the huge title from EA, The Sims 3, is coming to consoles across
the board!
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